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Dear Customer,

Thank you very much for your preference for Simfer products. Our 
objective is to ensure that you enjoy this product, manufactured            
environmentally-friendly with a total sense of quality in a precise     
working environment at our modern facilities, most efficiently.

We recommend you to read the instruction manual carefully and keep 
it handy before you use this Simfer induction hob so that it maintains 
its quality just like the first day you bought it and serves you most       
efficiently.

NOTE:
This Instruction Manual has been prepared for a variety of models. 

Some of the features specified in the Manual may not exist in your     
device. These features are marked with an asterisk (*).

Our devices are designed for domestic use. They are not for commercial 
use.

“PLEASE READ THE INSTRUCTIONS BEFORE YOU INSTALL OR USE THİS      
DEVICE.”

This product has been manufactured in an environmentally-friendly 
and modern plant without harming the nature.

“Conforms with the WEEE Regulations”
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IMPORTANT WARNINGS
1.WARNING:Before touching the connection terminals, 

all supply circuit should be disconnected.
2.WARNING:Any inadvertent cooking made with fats and 

oils can be dangerous and cause fire.
3.WARNING:Risk of fire; do not store the food materials 

on the cooking surface.
4.WARNING:If the surface is cracked, unplug the device 

to prevent any risk of electric shock.
5.WARNING:During usage the reachable sections can be 

hot. Keep the small children away.
6.WARNING:The appliance and its reachable sections 

become hot during usage.
7.The setting conditions of this appliance is indicated 

on the label. (Or data tag)
8.This appliance is not connected to a combustion 

product discharge system.This appliance shall be  
connected and installed as per the applicable 
installation legislation. Consider the requirements   
related with ventilation.
9.Using a gas hob will release humidity and       

combustion products in the room where it resides. 
Especially during when the appliance in use, ensure 
that the kitchen is well ventilated and retain the natural 
ventilation holes or install a mechanical ventilation 
system. (Hood on top of the oven) Sustained usage of 
the appliance may require additional ventilation. For 
example opening a window or if available, increasing 
the ventilation level of a mechanical ventilation 
system.
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10.The reachable sections can become hot when the 
grill is used. Keep the small children away.
11.WARNING:The appliance is intended for cooking only. 

It must not be used for other purposes like room heating.
12.“This appliance should be installed as per      

regulations and in well-ventilated location only.    
Read the instructions before installing or operating 
the appliance.”
13.“Before placing the appliance check the local 

conditions (gas type and gas pressure) and ensure 
that the settings of the appliance is appropriate.”
14.“These instructions are applicable for countries of 

which symbols are indicated on the appliance. If the 
country symbol is not available on the appliance, in 
order to adapt the appliance to the conditions of such 
country, the technical instructions should be read.”
15.“Do not operate the system for more that 15   

seconds. If the burner does not ignite at the end of 
15 seconds stop the operation of the system and open 
the section door and/or wait for at least 1 minute    
before igniting the burner.
16.Do not use steam cleaners to clean the appliance.
17.Before opening the oven door clean the remnants 

on it. Before closing the oven door, let it cool.
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18.NEVER try to extinguish a fire with water, first 
disconnect the mains supply and then using, for     
example a lid or blanket, cover the fire.
19.Unless continuous supervision is provided, the 

children of age 8 or below should be kept away. 
20.This appliance can be used by children aged from 

8 years and above and persons with reduced physical, 
sensory or mental capabilities or lack of experience 
and knowledge if they have been given supervision or 
instruction concerning use of the appliance in a safe 
way and understand the hazards involved.
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INDUCTION HOB OVERVİEW

    3 x Ø165 , 1 x Ø205 Induction Heaters and   
                                         the Touchscreen Control Panel

PLACING THE HOB TO KITCHEN COUNTERTOP

Place the hob onto a countertop that 
is resistant to 90°C at least.

There mustn’t be an open-top drawer 
below the device. In the event that 
there is a cupboard under the device, 
put a horizontal plate at 175 mm     
(at least) from the countertop level. 
This part between the plate and the 
device must always be kept empty.
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2- Induction Heater
3- Touchscreen Control Panel 
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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS OF THE DEVICE

Dimensions Unit Measurement

Height-Width-Depth mm 53 x 590 x 520

Kitchen counter cutting measure mm 560 x 490

Hob Specifications Unit Rate

Ø160mm Heater Zone KW 1,4

Ø160mm Heater Zone P KW 1,4 / 2 

Ø200mm Heater Zone KW 2,3

Ø200mm Heater Zone P KW 2,3 / 3

Other Specifications Unit Rate

Total Power Consumption KW 7,4

Voltage V 230 - 400

Package Dimensions (width-depth-height) mm 655 x 630 x 165

Net Weight Kg 8,2

Gross Weight Kg 9,4

WICK-SEAL APPLICATION TO UNDERSIDE OF THE DEVICE
Wick seal should be applied under the device in order to prevent      

materials (such as water and oil that can boil over) to go under the      
device in case of a spill-over while cooking or heating procedure.

Push gently to put the device into its place on the countertop.
If there is a built-in oven under the hob, arrange the relevant          

cupboard as shown in the figure below in order to allow ventilation.
Leave a space of minimum 5 mm under the countertop at the front.

Wick
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PLACING THE DEVICE WORKTOP

ASSEMBLY DIAGRAM OF THE HOB

Min. 40mm 5mm

1 2 3

4 5 6

7
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TOUCH-SCREEN CONTROL PANEL

Slider Functionality
New sensor with a slider technology enables you to adjust cooking  

(1-9) and timer (1-99) levels by touching and sliding your finger on the 
specified area. While sliding right increases the relevant value, sliding 
left decreases such value.

In addition to that, you can select a value directly touching on the   
slider area.

Touch-screen Control ON/OFF
When you connect the device to the mains, it will be ready to operate 

within a second. During resetting, all indicators and LED lights are on for 1 
second. All indicators and LED lights will be off again after 1 second. Now, 
you can press “ON/OFF” button to turn on the device. “0” is shown on the 
indicators. Hot cooking surfaces will be shown with [H] and potential op-
tical warnings with [0] and in alternation with the simultaneous indicator 
point. Indicator points on the cooking surface flash (one flash per second 
/ 0.5 second on and 0.5 second off).

The electronics will remain active for 20 seconds. If there is no cooking 
level or selected timer at this time interval, the electronics will automati-
cally pass on to the ‘‘Turned-Off Mode’’ with a signal sound.

The device can only be turned on by pressing the power button with only 
one selection. In case another button is pressed (parallel with it or the 
power button) the control unit will not be turned on.

 

Touch-screen Control Panel Touch-screen Control Panel with a Slider
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Since all cooking surface indicators will be ‘‘LOCKED’’ in case the 
‘‘Child Lock Function’’ is activated during ‘‘POWER ON’’, they will show 
the sign ‘‘L’’. The potential optical warnings for hot cooking surfaces will 
be shown in alternation with. [L] (H-ON= 0.5 sec.; L-ON = 1.5 sec.)

The Touch-screen control may be turned off if desired by pressing the 
‘‘ON/OFF’’ button of the control unit when the device is in ON mode. 
This can also be applied for locked control units (active child lock). The 
‘‘ON/OFF’’ button always operates with the ‘‘POWER OFF’’ function in the 
first order of priority.

The response time for turning on the control unit is 1 to 1.3 seconds 
while it is 0.5 to 0.8 seconds for turning it off.

Automatic Turn-Off
If the cooking surface is not activated or the button for selecting the 

function is not pressed, the device will pass on to ‘‘OFF’’ mode from 
‘‘ON’’ mode after 20 seconds. 

When a cooking surface (with cooking level ‘‘0’’) is selected, the       
automatic power turn-off time will consist of 10 seconds to undo the 
selection and 10 seconds to turn the power off.

Cooking Surface ON/OFF
When the device is turned on, a cooking surface can be selected by 

touching the relevant indicator (Selection Sensors). The relevant indi-
cator transforms into a fixed point and if this is a hot cooking surface, 
it  becomes ‘‘0’’ instead of ‘‘H’’. The point is shown to end in all other 
cooking surfaces. 

After that a cooking level can be adjusted by using the slider zone. 
Thus the relevant cooking surface will be turned on. The ending points 
will be ‘‘9’’ on the right-hand side and ‘‘0’’ on the left-hand side.

Turning off a Single Cooking Surface:
A single cooking surface may be turned off by selecting the relevant 

cooking surface and adjusting the cooking level to [0]. In case of an  
optical warning for hot cooking surfaces [H] the indicator point will be 
shown in concurrent alternation with [0].

 After the device is turned off, the indicator will remain black and [H] 
will be shown as an optical warning for the hot cooking surface.
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Turning off all Cooking Surfaces:
Turning off all cooking surfaces at once is always possible by using the 

ON/OFF button. [H] will possibly be seen in all hot cooking surfaces. The 
screens of all other cooking surfaces will remain black.

Pause (Optional)
Activating the pause function;
Heating elements may be turned off by pressing a special button       

assigned for ‘‘>=1’’ second while at least one cooking surface is operating. 
The pause condition may also become activated with specific errors 
in the cooking surface – here the error indication is hidden. The idle     
temperature indicator; and such specific messages as A, P, or no pan 
are also hidden. The pause screen will be in the first order of priority. 
General errors will prevent the control from being turned off and the 
pause function from being activated. If a general error takes place 
during pause the control will be turned off and the pause mode will      
be terminated.

During the Pause Function
Only ‘‘RHE’’ cookers will only terminate the ‘‘PWM’’ output relay with 

the aim of protecting all conditions throughout the pause stage. Thus, all 
relays will drop at the same time (for instance, the all polar termination 
relay in the pause function does not have a time-delay). The ‘‘μC’’ output 
pins of the timer relays will still be triggered according to the task cycle 
of the selected cooking surface. (-> influence on the idle temperature 
algorithm)

The power requirements of induction and combined selections are 
adjusted to 0% at the ‘‘LIN’’ level throughout the pause function and 
they will return to the internal cooking stage of the touch-screen control 
following termination.

Important: If the delay time of the power reduction of the pause      
function is activated for a period of 83 seconds), ‘‘SW’’ may not be 
reconfigured to the last setting of the user as required to be realized in 
priority following the termination of pause. Possibly, the wrong cooking 
surface will have been selected. However, the power will never be higher 
than the one initially adjusted by the operator. Identification of container is 
not possible during the pause stage with 0% power. The time-out 
(maximum 10 minutes) counter for a cooking surface without a         
container will start again, if previously started. 
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The timers already programmed (including the egg timer) will be stopped 
during pause and will not continue. The automatic heating and accelerator 
will also be turned off in all cooking surfaces during activation, the idle 
temperature calculation and operation time limitation, on the other hand, 
will continue and will not stop.

The LED indicators of other functions (timer, multi-circuits, etc.) 
will continue to be illuminated depending on the condition. The pause 
state may last for a maximum period of 10 minutes. If this state is not        
terminated during this period, the control will be turned off. The cooking 
surface may be turned off as desired with the ON/OFF button. An activated 
pause mode will also be presumably terminated.

Terminating the Pause Mode
In order to terminate the pause mode and to reactivate the special 

function button and any other button (not the same button), the subject 
buttons should be activated within 10 seconds. This will restart the 
condition before the pause mode. In order to activate a second button, 
the on/off button may be used by ‘‘mildly tapping’’ (activation time > 
300 milliseconds and < 1 sec.). If this is activated for at least 1 second, 
the control unit will be turned off. If another button is not activated with 
in 10 seconds, the cooking surface will also be turned off.

Additional LED for the Pause Functionality
An optional LED operating as follows may be used for the pause     

function: 
The LED indicator will remain off when the pause function is not      

activated. When the pause function is active, on the other hand, the  
LED indicator will be statically illuminated. 

The LED indicator will flash throughout the waiting time of a second 
button to terminate the pause function. The LED indicator will also flash 
if an additional retrieval function is possible following the reactivation.

Retrieval (Optional for the Multi-Function Button)
If the control is turned off from the main switch by mistake, the set-

tings may be rapidly retrieved by using the retrieval function. Following 
each shutdown of the power button, the user will have 6 seconds to turn 
the control on again and another 6 seconds to activate the pause but-
ton. The pause mode is not possible within the first 6 seconds after the 
activation. 
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This function is only possible if at least one cooking surface is already 
activated (cooking stage > 0) and it is confirmed with an audible button 
signal independent from the key-lock status.

The following will be reset:
•Cooking stages of all cooking surfaces
•Minute and second information of the timers related to active cooking 

zone.
•Connection states of external circuits (the external circuit is          

guaranteed with the memory function)
•Heating function and accelerator
•The following will not be reset:
•Time limitation counter (the operator interrupted by turning off)
•Task cycle counter (the new cycle will start after turning on again)
•If the power reduction delay time is effective at the time of turn-off 

(power management) however the new cooking stage has not been loaded 
yet, the retrieval may not reconfigure the last settings of the user (that 
should be activated in priority). This special condition may only arise 
during the 3 seconds delay time of power reduction.

•Since the induction series without power outlet cannot identify 
containers, the time counter for ‘‘no container’’ will restart after the 
termination of the pause mode. After maximum 10 minutes the relevant 
cooking surface will stop or pass on to the stop mode.

Idle Temperature  
The period during which a cooking surface will contain an idle        

temperature that could cause burns in case of contact after operation 
and turning off will be calculated and determined. 

This will be calculated depending on the following factors:
•Selected power level (‘‘0’’ to ‘‘9’’)
•On/Off times of relays
The idle temperature indicator of each cooking surface will remain    

active until the measured temperature becomes lower than + 60 °C.
Automatic Turn-Off (Operation Time Limitation)
A maximum operation time is defined for each active cooking surface. 

The maximum operation time depends on the selected cooking level. 
The cooking surface will be turned off automatically after the maximum 
operation time expires.
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Each activation in the cooking surface (changing the cooking level, 
etc.) will bring the count-down timer to its initial value.

When the timer comes to the end and this is not demanded by         
automatic turn-off (for instance, a timer of 99 minutes for cooking      
level 9), the settings of the timer will have priority against the high   
cooking level settings. (for instance; the cooking surface will pass on
 to stop mode)

Protection against Involuntary Activation
•In case the continuous use of buttons is detected for a period of 

around 10 seconds, the electronic system will be cut off automatically. 
The control unit will spread an audible signal throughout this dysfunction 
of 10 seconds (period: 1000 msec, 500 msec ON) and the error code  
‘‘E R 0 3’’ will flash on the indicator (0.5 sec ON 0.5 sec OFF). If 
permanent activation exceeds 10 seconds, the error code ‘‘ER 03’’ will 
continue to flash as long as the error continues and is identified. If the 
cooking surface is in ‘‘hot’’ state, the symbol ‘‘H’’ and the error code will 
flash in alternation. (0.5 sec Error Code, 0.5 sec ‘‘H’’)

•Water spilt on the glass surface shall not necessarily cause a button to 
be activated and may not always be accurately detected. (All buttons will 
immediately be ready for use after the water on the buttons is wiped off)

•In none of the cooking surfaces becomes activated within 20 seconds 
after pressing the ‘‘POWER ON’’, the control unit will pass on to the 
‘‘Turned-Off Mode’’ (black indicator).

Reaction Time of Sensor Buttons
The reaction time of sensor buttons has been fixed as follows: 
•‘Delay for ‘Button Power Off’, delay for ‘‘Power On’’
•‘‘ON/OFF’’ between approximately 700 msec and 1,150 msec
The reaction time of all other buttons is 250 msec. The value may 

directly display a change for the permanent activation of the slider zone 
(finger movement).

The reaction time tolerances are ‘‘+/-100’’ milliseconds.
Acoustic Feedback (Audible Warning Signal)
The following activities that take place during the operation of the    

device unit will be fed back through an audible warning signal:
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•Single short signal sound for ordinary activation of a button. The signal 
for the slider zone will only be given during the first activation. No acoustic 
signal will be given in the change of values.

•Longer and intermittent signal sound for continuous use of the buttons 
within a longer time interval (>10 seconds)

•Expiration of the timer
•Timer function (Optional) 
The timer function is of two types:
•Independent timer 1.99 minutes: Timed audible signal (‘‘hour glass’’). 

This function can only be activated when none of the cooking surfaces is 
in use (all levels = 0). If any cooking surface is started to be used (level > 
0) the independent timer will continue to run. If the timer is to be used to 
stop a cooking surface (see. cooking surface timer) the control should first 
be turned off (power sensor) and then turned on again.

•Cooking surface timer 1.99 minutes: This function can only be activated 
when only one cooking surface is active (level < 0; indicator point). 
Timed audible signal. Four cooking surfaces to be turned off can be   
programmed as desired. Cooking Counter 1.99 minutes.

Hour Glass Counter (Independent):
•If the control unit is turned on (all cooking surface indicators will show 

‘‘0’’) the independent timer may be activated by touching the selection 
button of the timer indicator. The timer indicator will show ‘‘00’’. The 
decimal point in the timer indicator will flash. If no other adjustments are 
made, the timer will turn off after 10 sec. (black screen). If the timer is 
adjusted without activating any cooking surfaces within 10 seconds, the 
indicators of the cooking zone will be turned off (intermediate layers will 
also be turned off). The potential optical warning for hot cooking surfaces 
[H] will be shown on a continuous basis. 

•The timer can be adjusted as long as the timer selection is active (the 
point in the indicator will flash for 10 sec.). The adjustment interval in odd 
steps with the slider zone is between 0 - 99 minutes.

•After the timer value is adjusted, the count-down with the last        
adjusted value will directly start. After 10 seconds the timer selection 
will be removed automatically and the timer indicator will show the timer 
value. 
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Following the expiry of the adjusted time and acoustic signal will be 
given and the timer indicator will flash as „00’’.

•The acoustic signal
- will be ended by activating any button 
- after 2 minutes.
Then the flashing of the timer indicator will stop and it will turn off. 

The potential optical warning for hot cooking surfaces [H] will be shown 
on a continuous basis.

•The control unit may switch to the cooking zone from the operation of 
the timer only at any time by pressing the ’’POWER’’ whether or not there 
is an ‘‘Active Independent Timer’’. In order to turn to the active mode in 
a device with an ‘‘Active Independent Timer’’, first the timer will be 
selected (the decimal point in the timer indicator will flash). After a 
cooking surface is selected, the decimal point will be erased from the 
timer indicator and a fixed decimal point in the cooking zone indicator 
will flash. If the ‘‘Independent Timer’’ is still running when the control 
unit is turned of with the ‘‘POWER’’ button, it will be turned off as well.

Cooking Zone-Specific Timer Programming:
Turning the device on will enable timer adjustment for assigned     

cooking surfaces.
•A timer value may be assigned to a cooking surface as a turning off 

function upon the activation of a cooking surface (cooking surface level 
0) within 10 seconds followed by the timer indicator selection. The LED 
indicator surrounding the timer indicates the cooking surface for which 
the timer is activated.

•Immediately after the selection of the timer, the relevant LED will 
flash and the point in the timer indicator will flash continuously. If a 
cooking surface is selected after that, the point will be lost and the  
flashing of the LED indicator will stop.

•While passing from one cooking surface to the other, the timer         
indicator will show the current timer period of the relevant cooking     
surface. Timer settings of other cooking surfaces will remain active.

•Further adjustments are similar to those of the independent timer.
•In case there is more than one active timer, the indicator will show  

the lowest timer value. (following the 10 seconds period for cancelling 
the selection)
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•At the end of the adjusted time, an acoustic signal will be given and 
the timer indicator will flash as ‘‘00’’. The LED indicator of the relevant 
timer will also flash on a simultaneous basis. The programmed cooking 
surface will be interrupted, a continuous ‘‘0’’ will be shown and the 
cooking surface will be selected automatically. At the end of the 10 
seconds (time for cancelling the selection) ‘‘H’’ will be shown by being 
continuously illuminated in the ‘‘hot’’ cooking zone. Otherwise, the 
symbol will be ‘‘0’’.

•The acoustic signal and the flashing of the LED indicator of the    
cooking zone timer 

- Will be ended by activating any button 
- After 2 minutes.
After that the timer indicator will stop and disappear and the cooking 

surface will remain as unselected.
 The behavior of the cooking zone-specific timer is similar to that of the 

independent timer.
In case there is a timer programmed for a cooking surface, the operation 

time limitation will be dependent on the timer value and it will be 
independent from the standard table value.

The precision of the timer value will depend on the precision of the ∞C 
clock and may display a deviation of ‘‘+/- 4 %’’ in 99 minutes.

Adjusting the Timer Value:
•Select the timer indicator. (by touching the indicator zone) 
•The timer value will be set by the adjustment of the slider zone.
•First the second digit then the first digit will be adjusted. (When the 

adjustment is started, ‘-’’will be shown in the active digit)
•In case there is an active timer indicator, the timer value can be      

directly adjusted by pressing ‘‘0’’ in the slider zone. (left hand side)
•Following the adjustment of the second digit, the value may be zeroed 

within 10 seconds. (a flashing assigned LED indicator in case there is   
an indicator point illuminated in the timer indicator and a cooking 
zone- specific timer)

•Expiry of the 2 seconds time-out without the reselection of the timer 
indicator or further adjustment records containing a value. (for each of 
the decimals)
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Turning of an active timer:
•The timer can be turned off by adjusting the value as ‘‘0’’.
•An independent timer (hour glass) can be turned off by double        

activation of the power button. (in the first activation the device is       
active and in the second the device and the timer are turned off)

Keeping Warm Function (Optional)  
The keeping warm function will keep a cooked food on a cooking       

surface warm.
Here, the selected cooking surface will be operated with low power. 

There are specific values for the maximum operation time for keeping 
warm process.

Activation/Deactivation: Different possibilities will apply depending on 
the type of the device.

-Separate Button (One of the Special Function Buttons): The relevant 
cooking surface should be selected for Activation/Deactivation. In case 
of an induction version, the keeping warm function will start as indepen-
dent from the glass temperature. Following the activation of the button 
once more, the cooking surfaces will be turned off. 

-Standard Possibility of the Keeping Warm Functionality: The keeping 
warm functionality may also be applied as an additional cooking stage 
between 0 and 1.

-It is also possible to use one of the cooking surfaces as a separate keep-
ing warm plate for RHE hobs. Activation/Deactivation will be realized by a 
separate button.

RHE hobs (Optional)
2.5 % radiator power is installed by the ED cycle.
The functionality will become active after placement.
Overheating Protection
•As a principle, the induction operates as self-secure, for instance, LIN 

master sends the characteristics involving the cooking stage settings. The 
induction system decides which settings to realize depending on the in-
ternal system status. In case of a master query, the induction system will 
report the current settings and the system status. Induction is defined in 
a separate characteristic in LIN communication for Touch-Screen Control.
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•Each cooking zone of the induction electronics has temperature     
sensors checking the temperature under the glass-ceramic panel.       
Other temperature sensors placed throughout the cooling unit is for the 
electronic component to protect itself from overheating.

When the first minimum temperature limit is exceeded, the induction 
system reports this information through LIN. The accelerator turns off (if 
active). The device realizes the demand extended for turning the accelera-
tor off and the accelerator is turned off by adjusting the remaining opera-
tion time to 3 seconds. This starts a flashing ‘‘P’’ in the relevant indicators 
and indicates that the accelerator demand cannot be temporarily realized. 
The accelerator functionality is not re-applicable before permitted by the 
LIN data. The accelerator button will be pressed and it will be shown in 
the cooking surface indicator as along as the button is kept pressed.

•When overheating is detected and the accelerator function is selected, 
the remaining operation time of the accelerator is adjusted to 3 seconds. 
Thus, the deactivation of the accelerator can be identified in any case. 
Following the completion of the 3 seconds turning-off period, the indicator 
of the Device will change from ‘‘P’’ to ‘‘9’’.

•When the second medium temperature limit is surpassed, the induc-
tion system will reduce the power output to be protected from a further 
increase of temperature. The device receives the information over LIN that 
a power limitation mode is turned on. The device will show the cooking 
surface level, the setting of which was not changed by the user, and pro-
vides the relevant ‘‘former’’ target value to the system.

•When the third maximum temperature limit is exceeded, the cooking 
surface will be automatically turned off from the induction system. The in-
duction communicates the turning-off information arising from over-heat-
ing over LIN. The device directly turns off the relevant cooking surface.

Energy Saving:
Induction cooking zones automatically adapt to the base dimensions of 

cooking containers to a certain extent.
Place the cooking container on the cooking surface before turning on 

the heater. Induction heaters contain a sensor that detects the existence 
of the cooking container.

Use the containers with their lids closed in order to shorten cooking 
times. Lower the heating when it starts to boil.

Do not use too much water or oil in order to shorten the cooking time.
Use your device witn an appropriate temperature of cooking.
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    EXAMPLES OF THE COOKING PRACTICES

HEATING ADJUSTMENT USAGE
0 Off

1-3 Keeping Hot

4-5 Slow Heating/Cooking

6-7 Reheating, Fast Cooking

8 Boiling

9 Maximum Level

P Maximum Power

 Information on the table above is only for guidance.

CLEANING AND MAINTENANCE OF THE DEVICE
Wait for the glass section of the device to cool down completely before 

starting cleaning. Do not use abrasive clothes, spray cleaners or sharp ob-
jects in cleaning the glass panel.

Clean burned food residues with a damp and soapy cloth.
Sticky food must be cleaned immediately before the glass cools down 

when they are spilt on the hob.
Any dusts to accumulate on the surface must be cleaned with a damp cloth.
Color changes that may take place on the ceramic glass surface will not 

affect the functional structure and durability of the hob. Such color chang-
es will arise from not cleaning burned residues on the surface, abrasion 
of the glass surface by the pots and pans used and use of inappropriate 
cleaning material. Using special ceramic glass cleaner when the glass is 
warm enough to touch is recommended. The glass surface must be wiped 
with a clean and dry cloth or kitchen roll after application.
   

False TrueFalseFalse
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CONNECTION OF THE DEVICE TO THE MAINS

Please take into consideration the following points before connecting 
the device to the mains:

The voltage of the mains must be the same as the voltage written on 
the capacity label contained on the device.

The electrical wiring to which the device will be connected must be 
able to bear the power value written on the capacity label.

The electrical wiring to which the device will be connected must     
contain a ground connection conforming to effective regulations.

The fuse box to which the device will be connected must be located in a 
place, where it can be easily reached after the device is placed in position.

If the electrical wiring to which the device will be connected does not 
contain a mains connection cable specific to the device, the necessary 
wiring must have been prepared by an expert electrician before the device 
is placed in position.

The power supply cable must absolutely be in away from heat sources 
and must never be exposed to temperatures 50 degrees higher than the 
room temperature.

                

 

                          Mains Connection Diagram of the Device 

L

3X2,5 mm²  230V~

L1 L2 N1 N2

N P E

The device must be 
grounded
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ENVIRONMENTALLY-FRIENDLY DISPOSAL

Dispose of packaging in an environmentally-friendly 
manner.
This appliance is labelled in accordance with European 
Directive 2012/19/EU concerning used electrical and 
electronic appliances (waste electrical and electronic 
equipment - WEEE). The guideline determines the 
framework for the return and recycling of used 
appliances as applicable throughout to the EU.

PACKAGE INFORMATION
Packaging materials of the product are manufactured from recyclable 

materials in accordance with our National Environment Regulations. 
Do not dispose of the packaging materials together with the domestic 
or other wastes. Take them to the packaging material collection points 
designated by the local authorities.


